MEMPHIS AND SHELBY COUNTY ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

STAFF REPORT

#1

DOCKET NUMBER: B.O.A. 14-18 City B.O.A. MEETING: May 28, 2014
LOCATION:

883 Barksdale St.
(Southwest corner of Barksdale St. and Nelson Ave.)

OWNER:

Hamdi Suleiman

APPLICANT:

Amed Saffanini

REQUEST:

A Use Variance from Chapter 2.5 of the UDC to allow
a duplex structure (2 attached dwelling units on an undivided
tract of land) in the Residential Single Family-6 (R-6)
District and multiple bulkvariances from the Unified Development
Code

EXISTING LAND USE & ZONING: A vacant former commercial building in the Residential
Single Family -6 (R-6) District

RECOMMENDATION
Hold for additional changes or written reply by applicant
Staff Writer: John D. (Don) Jones

Email: john.jones@memphistn.gov

CONCLUSIONS:
Staff can support the requested Use Variance. However, as this request has changed, so too has
the sections of the Unified Development that apply. Through the applicant’s best efforts, to
apprise the Community and the OPD with the changes to the plans, the review of the detailed
drawings leaves only a brief period to perform a thorough review. Requirements that the
applicant is most likely not aware of are incorporated into this review and require the applicant to
either further revise his plans or provide a justification for not making the changes.
Outside of the UDC requirements staff is making some suggested changes to the elevations to
address the compatibility issue. Here again, the applicant deserves the opportunity to review the
suggested changes and respond to them in a timely manner.
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General Location Map

SW corner of Barksdale Street and Nelson Avenue in the Cooper-Young Neighborhood

Aerial Overview
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Surrounding Land Use

North: Two commercial buildings, duplex and single family dwellings in the Residential Single
Family -6 (R-6) District
South: Predominately single family dwellings in the Residential Single Family – 6 (R-6) District
East and
West: Predominately single family dwellings with some duplex residential units in the
Residential Single Family -6 (R-6) District.
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General Location and Site Characteristics:
The subject property is Lot 5 of the Lamar Heights Subdivision which dates to 1912. The lot is a
slightly irregular lot with approximately 60 feet along the north (Nelson Avenue) and south
(public alley) property lines and 159 feet along the east (Barksdale) property line.
The property is located within the Cooper-Young Neighborhood and is regulated by the R-6
zoning district and the Midtown Overlay.
Existing Conditions
Currently the site contains the footing and foundation and one of the original walls of a former
grocery store/convenience store and accessory parking. The roof of the structure and the north,
south, and west walls have fallen into disrepair and been removed. New walls have been framed
under the requirements of Construction Code Enforcement, and the Environmental Court.

Existing Conditions

View from opposite side of Barksdale

S/W corner Barksdale and Nelson
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View of north wall facing Nelson Avenue
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History of Site
The records of the Shelby County Assessor do not indicate a date of construction for the former
commercial building on this site. As indicated above, the subdivision that created the lot dates to
1912.
Sanborn Maps
The Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of 1917 do not list Barksdale in its street network. The 1927
Maps do show this site with two building footprints, a gasoline filling station and a separate
commercial building. The 1952 Sanborn Map shows that this commercial building had
expanded into and replaced the filing station.
Zoning
The first Zoning Ordinance for Memphis was adopted in 1922. The subject property was
included in the “A” Residential District. This district permitted single family, duplex, and
churches. Commercial uses were not included in this zoning district.
The zoning maps of 1954 show the zoning designation of R-3 which permits single family and
duplex dwellings. By 1980, the zoning had again changed to the current R-6 zoning district
which permits single family residential uses exclusively.
In December of 1948, the Memphis and Shelby County Board of Adjustment reviewed and
approved a request (BOA 48-104) to expand the existing store building. The associated
drawings show the store being expanded southward to enclose and replace the filing station.
In the opinion of staff, the action of the Board of Adjustment to grant the variance removed any
issue about the status of the commercial building as a nonconforming use or structure.
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Picture from 1930 BOA Case (BOA 30-50)
Picture shows the filling station and former drugs store with antique car parked in front
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Summary of Prior Staff Report
The applicant submitted an application with a survey and a site plan for a four unit multi-family
development that was reviewed by the Office of Planning and Development and presented to the
Board of Adjustment on May 28, 2014.
In the report, the Office of Planning and Development expressed support for the removal of any
the remnants of the former commercial use and support for a residential re-use of the site. The
staff report allowed that an argument could be made that based on the former commercial use, a
residential re-use of more than one unit on the lot could be supported but four units were
drastically out of character for the area.
The report was presented at the May 28, 2014, hearing and the applicant requested that the item
be continued 30 days so that he could evaluate the staff’s recommendation. At the June 25, 2014,
hearing, the applicant indicated his willingness to revise the request to a two unit plan but needed
additional time to revise the drawings.
Revised Request and Justification
The site plan, building floor plan and elevations have been changed and are included in this staff
report for review and consideration.
The new site plan and floor plan present 5,690 square feet building with two attached residential
units. The front façade includes some articulation and a breezeway between the units. The
breezeway present the opportunity to locate HVAC and possible other utility equipment.
The floor plan illustrates tw0, 3-bedroom units with two bathrooms and an attached garage. The
size of each unit is approximately 2,600 square feet.
The elevations show that façade will be resemble lap board siding. There are front doors with a
pitched roof covering and dormers in the building eves.
The applicant’s representative has revised the letter of intent which is attached to the appendix of
this report, pages 35 and 36 . In his letter, the applicant traces the history of the non-residential
use on this site and indicates that while the original intent was to preserve as much of the prior
building as possible, the three walls that have been removed were due to the requirements of the
Memphis and Shelby County Office of Construction Code Enforcement and Environmental
Court and not any deliberate action on the part of the applicant. Further, “it was discovered that
the foundation is not only thick, but also laced with iron rods, making it extremely difficult to
remove. This along with the general configuration of he lot make it more suitable for a duplex.”
Current Status of Property:
Based on the preceding section, the owner of the property does enjoy the benefits of a Use
Variance and site plan approved by the Board of Adjustment in 1948. That variance runs with
the land and the building can be rebuilt on that footprint. However, with as much new
construction that has taken place on this site, staff finds that any redevelopment of this site for a
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commercial use would have to follow the requirements of the Midtown Overlay and paragraph
3.10.2.B(1) in its entirety.
With the changes to the site plan which now show two attached residential units (a two family
structure) comes a change to what sections of the Unified Development Code apply to this
review. In the prior review of a multi-family building, the Midtown Overlay was triggered.
However, Site Plan Review for single-family detached and single-family attached housing types
is not required under the Midtown Overlay, Section 8.4.4 of the Unified Development Code.
While the Midtown Overlay is not triggered, Chapter 3.9 Residential Compatibility and Sections
3.9.1 Garage and Carport Placement and 3.9.2 Contextual Infill Standards due apply to
development within a subdivision that was developed prior to 1950.
This report will highlight the variances needed with this request, address those for which the staff
feels that they have adequate information and highlight those that due to a somewhat compressed
time line, a response or further site plan modification is needed.
Site Plan
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Elevations

Variances Needed:
This section of the report will highlight the variances needed for this application:
* Use Variance from Chapter 2.5 of the UDC to allow a two family residential dwelling
in an R-6 Zone
*

Setbacks
Front Yard (Barksdale)– Required – 20’, Request 7’ 3 3/8”
Side Street (yard adjacent to alley) – Required 20’; Request +/- 2’
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Rear Yard (yard opposite Barksdale) – Required 20’ Two Family, 15’ Single Family;
Request – Ranges from 2’85/8” to 3’15/16”
*

Compatibility
3.9.1 Garage and Carport Placement
A.2. Attached garages and carports are considered part of the principal structure and must
meet all applicable requirements of the principal structure (side street setback from alley
above).
3.9.1 C Conventional, Side Yard, Semi-Attached, Two Family, Large Home:
Street facing garages and carports, when provided must be positioned as set forth below:
Side loaded Garages – Orient the garage face perpendicular to street at least 3 feet behind
front wall plane. Windows must cover a minimum of 15% of the street facing garage

*

Contextural Infill Standards
3.9.2 F. Side and Rear Setbacks – The minimum side and rear yard setback for the
respective district applies. However, if the wall of an existing structure is located on or
within three feet of the adjoining property line, windows or other openings in the new
structure that would allow for visibility into the side or rear yard of the adjacent lot are
not allowed unless a minimum ten-foot building separation is provided. Windows that do
not allow visibility into the side or rear yard of the adjacent lot, such as clerestory
windows or translucent windows, are allowed regardless of the building separation.
H. Garages and Carports – Street facing garages and Carports – Street-facing garages and
carports may be allowed if an alley is not present and street-facing garages or carports are
part of the dominant character of all properties fronting on the same block face.
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I. Front Porches – A front porch shall be required if front porches are part of the
dominant character of all properties fronting on the same block face. Any project that
requires a front porch must have a front porch with a minimum depth of eight feet. A
minimum depth of six feet may be approved by the Planning Director if property on the
same block face has a front porch less than six feet in depth.
J. Ground Floor Elevation – Raised Ground Floors shall be required if raised ground
floors are part of the dominant character of all properties fronting on the same block face.
Any project that requires a raised ground floor must have a foundation height of at least
18 inches measured from top of grade to the first finished floor. In the event of a
demonstrated disability hardship, the Planning Director may approve an alternative zerostep entry design.
* Streetscapes
4.3.3 New construction of a Two Family Dwelling requires the installation of one of the
following streetscapes: S-13, S-14, or S15
*

Driveways
4.44 Residential Driveways –
A. Width – For subdivisions built prior to 1950, driveways must be a maximum of 12 feet
wide and must extend 20 feet beyond the front of the house.

Review of Request:
Use Variance – As has been demonstrated through the prior sections of this report, the subject
property was designed as a residential lot in a subdivision but developed for a non-residential use
dating back to the mid-1920’s. While only one original wall of that building remains in tact, and
even that wall may be removed if this variance is approved, a large concrete footprint will
remain which is an impediment to the redevelopment of this lot as zoned.
Other factors supporting this request are the existence of other non-residential uses on the
opposite corner of Nelson Avenue and Barksdale Street, a zoning history that permitted both
single family and two family residences in this area that lasted to the mid 1970’s and a
smattering of two family structures in the vicinity of this property.
Compatibility
After addressing the issue of the Use Variance, the remaining variances deal with the issue of
compatibility in one form or another. Compatibility addresses the orientation of the building and
its elements as wells as elements associated with the lot. Many of these variances are being
brought forward in this review for the first time and it is only fair to give the applicant an
opportunity to address these variances by either revising the necessary drawings or providing a
written response to justify the variance.
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View along Nelson Avenue

Looking north along Barksdale Street, subject property on left side
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Orientation - Many of the variances that are needed here stem from the decision to orient this
building to Barksdale Street rather than to Nelson Avenue. Staff raised the question to the
applicant – “why not orient to Nelson Avenue”? In response, the applicant feels that orienting to
Nelson Avenue would result in the units being extremely narrow, especially in relation to its
length. The requested dimensions are needed due to the dimensions of the foundation. In
essence, this would create a “shotgun” style design on the interior which is not out of character
with the area but may not be the most appealing to a would be purchaser/renter.
Setbacks – This is a triple frontage lot with Barksdale Street serving as the true front yard, the
yards abutting Nelson Avenue and the alley are side street yards and the yard abutting the west
property line is the rear yard.
Variances from the required front, side street at the alley and the rear yard are based on the
existing foundation or put another way are owing to the physical improvement on the property
which is a recognized hardship under Paragraph 9.22.6B(1) of the UDC.
Garage and Carport Placement – Attached garages are not a common element in this area of the
City. While the attached garage that takes access from the alley does not meet the required
setback, this variance is supported by the fact that this is a direct result from the prior physical
improvement on the property and the addition of a garage to this site adds value to the unit.
The attached garage on the Nelson Street side is definitely not consistent with structures in this
area. Its approval is dependent on its ability to meet the requirements of 3.9.1 C. and
Contextural Infill Standards, 3.9.2 H. Both garages should be aligned the same way with respect
to the front building façade.
3.9.1.C - This requirement to move the front plane of the garage back no less than 3 feet behind
the front façade of the house and to add windows to the garage door are significant changes to
the site plan presented here. The applicant deserves adequate time to revise his drawings or
respond to the staff in writing regarding this requirement.
3.9.2 F. Side and rear setbacks. The key here is the rear setback. The existing structure next
door to the west is 10 feet or more to the west of the common property line. However, a carport
was constructed at the end of the driveway that is five feet or less to the proposed west wall of
this development. Typically, an exception can be made to the building code to allow a structure
to be located less than 10 feet away as long as the new structure does not include windows. In
that case a fire wall can be constructed. Given that the abutting structure in this case is a carport
and not a permanent building wall, it may be that this variance is not needed. Staff will need an
opportunity to consult with the Code Enforcement Staff to better understand the building code
regulations that apply. In any event, where the back of this building abuts the single family use
to the west, translucent windows are suggested.
H. Garages and Carports – Again, there are not garages that face Nelson Avenue. Adding an
attached garage to a residential duplex can only add value to the unit, but the owner/occupant
must understand that that garage represents the permitted parking for this unit on this lot.
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I. Front Porches – Front porches, irrespective of the fact that there may not be any other
residential properties that face onto Barksdale Street, are an integral part to the residential
development in this neighborhood. From the floor plan and the elevations, it appears that a slab
underneath an ‘A’ framed, pitched roof is provided at the front door facing Barksdale Street.
The slab measures 5 feet deep by 15 feet wide. This is less than the 8 feet required or the
minimum 6 feet that can be permitted by the Planning Director. The use of the ‘A” frame roof
looks out of character with the typical flat or gently pitched roofs of front porches in this area
and some definition of the porch by use of a wall, railings or other architectural features is
needed. Here again the applicant deserves the opportunity to respond to this requirement and or
revise his plans.
J. Ground Floor Elevations – Here again, the reply to this requirement may hinge on existing
conditions, the existing slab, and the fact that there are no other residential buildings facing
Barksdale Street in the immediate vicinity. But even with that, the appearance of a raised
foundation is an important characteristic of residential development in this area. The UDC has a
similar requirement for new development in the Uptown Special District. In the Uptown District
requirement, new development which will be developed on a concrete slab is required to provide
the appearance of being on a raised foundation by adding a façade that is 18 inches in height and
or incorporating a porch detail that includes a minimum of 3 steps to the floor of the porch. The
difference here is that the slab is existing and there is not an opportunity to change the properties
grade. However, the staff would want to see something that approaches this idea such as adding
a brick course along the foundation of the building to give the appearance along with the
treatment in front of the porch area. Again this is something that is only coming forward at the
time of this writing and the applicant deserves a chance to respond.
Streetscapes (see below)
For this site, only the Type S-14 makes sense.
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While this is the most appropriate streetscape treatment for this site, it cannot be accomplished
without a variance. Along Barksdale Street, there is an existing sidewalk that extends from the
curb line to the concrete slab. Some of that will be removed to provide a minimum front yard
and approximately 6 feet of sidewalk will remain. That six feet of continuous sidewalk will meet
the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act but will not provide for the 4.5’ grass
stip. As this is an existing condition for both sides of this street, the staff supports the variance to
not provide the grass strip.
On the Nelson Avenue side, the side plan does show a grass strip and sidewalk on either side of
the existing curb cut. The grass strip which is an existing condition is less than the required 4.5
feet. Staff supports this variance to not require the full 4.5 grass strip.
Driveways – As this is now a residential use, the former commercial curb cut should be
downsized to a residential curb cut and the curb, gutter and sidewalk replaced.
This along with the recaptured green areas will go a long way towards blending in with the
surrounding area even with a front loaded garage. Staff does not agree with a variance to this
requirement.
Other design issues:
Without any doubt, this revision to the site plan comes a long way from the prior iteration for a
4-unit, multi-family structure. But the compatibility issues are important and in the mind of staff
not completely met. Neither the Land Use Staff or the Board of Adjustment are charged with the
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responsibility of a Design Review Board, and this area is not a part of a locally designated
Landmarks District.
However, when suggestions are made by persons with some demonstrated expertise, the staff
does listen and often does incorporate ideas into their reviews.
* All windows should be double hung
* Add a horizontal window near the top of the door, and a vertical window in the
middle of the front door with wood bellow’s
* Eve depth should be 18” (possible exception on west side)
* Combine dormers to create a shed dormer
Incorporation of these suggested design changes or written reply as to why this is not feasible is
needed.
Conclusions
Staff can support the requested Use Variance. However, as this request has changed so too has
the sections of the Unified Development that apply. Through the applicant’s best efforts, to
apprise the Community and the OPD with the changes to the plans, the review of the detailed
drawings leaves only a brief period to perform a thorough review. Requirements that the
applicant is most likely not aware of are incorporated into this review and require the applicant to
either further revise his plans or provide a justification for not making the changes.
Outside of the UDC requirements, staff is making some suggested changes to the elevations to
address the compatibility issue. Here again, the applicant deserves the opportunity to review the
suggested changes and respond to them in a timely manner.
RECOMMENDATION:

HOLD TO GIVE APPLICANT TIME TO REVISE OR
RESPOND IN WRITTING

If the Board of Adjustment elects to approve this request, Staff recommends that the following
conditions be added:
1. The approved variance runs with the land and is conditioned upon its compliance with the
approved site plan and elevations.
2. Deviations from the approved plan, may, at the discretion of the Planning Director, be
addressed administratively or resubmitted to the Board of Adjustment for their review and
approval.
3. Revise the curb cut on Nelson Avenue to a residential curb cut per UDC 4.4.4 and close the
unused portion with curb, gutter and sidewalk. Continuation of the existing sidewalk and
grass strip is acceptable and shall be reflected on the Approved Site Plan.
4. Revise the elevations to show a brick course, minimum 18’ in height around the base of the
building where the building is visible from the public right of way.
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5. Revise the elevations to reflect a more typical porch roof, and a brick wall or other material
suitable to the OPD surrounding the front porch.

6. Revised the footprint to reflect a front porch that is a minimum of 6 feet in width.
7. Revise the elevations to reflect double hung windows.
8. Revise the elevations to reflect an 18” overhang from the edge of the roof.
9.. Revise the elevations to combine the dormers into one (shed style) dormer.
10. Revise the elevations to reflect a top horizontal window and a vertical window in the front
doors.
11.Revise the floor plan and elevations to show the placement of the garages a minimum of 3
feet behind the front façade of the building and include windows in the garage door that
make up 15 percent of the door’s façade.
12. Any exterior windows facing into the structure of the abutting residential to the west shall be
designed to be translucent or clestory.
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GENERAL INFORMATION:
Planning District:

Midtown

Parcel Identification Numbers:

03105400017

______________________________________________________________________________
DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS:
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City Engineer:

No comments received

Memphis Fire Department:
The applicant shall fully comply with all applicable codes and ordinances.
All comments expressed or implied shall not remove the applicant or their envoy’s responsibility
to adhere to all applicable codes and ordinances.
Comments for any fire protection requirements shall be given as construction documents are
submitted to Memphis Fire Prevention.

Shelby County Schools:
BOA 14-18
The subject property lies within the close proximity of a SCS location. The elementary, middle,
high schools in this area are functioning in excess of capacity and are not prepared to
accommodate a substantial increase in density. The school aged children in this area are zoned to
the following schools:
Peabody Elementary which is functioning at 100.0% capacity
Fairview Middle which is functioning at 98.0% capacity
Central High which is functioning at 119.0% capacity
OPD-Regional Services/Transportation:

No comments received

Memphis, Light, Gas & Water:

No comments received

Memphis & Shelby County
Health Department, Water Quality
Branch& Septic Tank Program:

No comment

Bell South/ATT:

No comments received
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Neighborhood Associations:

Cooper – Young

See below
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